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We describe a class of smoothed orthogonal series density estimates, including 
the classical sequential-series introduced by Cencov (1962, Sovief Math. Dokl. 3 
1559-1562) and Schwartz (1967, Ann. Math. Starist. 38 1261-1265), and Wahba’s 
(1981, Ann. Starist 9 146156) two-parameter smoothing. The Bowman-Rudemo 
method of least-squares cross-validation (1982, Manchester-Sheffield School of 
Probability and Statistics Research Report 84/AWB/l; 1984, Biometrika 71 
353-360; Rudemo, 1982, Scund. J. Skztisr. 9 65-78) is suggested as a practical way 
of choosing smoothing parameters automatically. Using techniques of Stone (1983, 
Proceedings, Neyman-Kiefer Meeting, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y; 1984, Ann. 
Sfafist. 12 1285-1297), that method is shown to perform asymptotically optimally 
in the case of cosine and Hermite series estimators. The same argument may be 
used for other types of series. If1 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The aim of this paper is to describe a broad class of smoothed 
orthogonal series density estimates, and show how to select the smoothing 
policy in an automatic way. Policy selection will be based on least-squares 
cross-validation, which was suggested by Bowman [ 1, 21 and Rudemo 
[ 143 for kernel density estimation. It will be shown here to be 
asymptotically optimal in the case of orthogonal series density estimation. 
See (1.1) for an explicit statement of this type of result. 
We begin by considering orthogonal series density estimators from the 
viewpoint of Watson [24]. Suppose an unknown density f has support 
confined to a region W. Let &,, #i ,..., be orthogonal functions on .G%, nor- 
malised so that J 4: = 1 for each i. (Unqualified integrals are taken over ,@.) 
Suppose f has an Lz-convergent expansion in terms of the 4;s: f-C ciq5;, 
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where ci = j #J Given an independent sample X1 ,..., X, from f, we may 
estimate each c, unbiasedly, 
The naive estimator fz -C Ei$; is not usually well-defined, since the series 
does not converge even in an L* sense. This problem may be overcome by 
shrinking each estimate E, using a weight bi. Thus, we consider 
f(xlb)= f bit;tji(x), 
,=O 
where b = (6,, 6, ,...) denotes our smoothing policy. Typically 0 <bid 1 for 
each i, and so 2, is shrunken towards the origin. Pointwise convergence of 
f( .Ib) usually follows from the requirement that C lb, 1 < co; examples 
include trigonometric series, Hermite series, Legendre series, and Laguerre 
series estimators. 
Shrinkage can be viewed as purely a mechanical device to ensure con- 
vergence of the series definingf Alternatively, it may be seen in the broader 
context of shrunken mean estimators [ 12, 13, 20, 213. There, shrinkage is 
designed to reduce variance and mean square error at the expense of an 
increase in bias. That is precisely the intention in the density estimation 
case. The naive estimate fX is (formally) unbiased, but has infinite 
variance; the shrunken estimate f is biased, but has finite variance if b is 
chosen correctly. 
Much has been written about adaptive shrinkage of a sample mean. 
Transferred to the case of nonparametric density estimation, that work 
suggests choosing each weight bi separately. The mean integrated square 
error of?, 
db) = j- E(f-f)2, 
is minimised by choosing 6, = 67 E cf/(cf + var Et) for each i. See Brunk 
[3], Watson [24], Watson and Leadbetter [25], and Whittle [26] for 
approaches to optimal smoothing. Both cf and var ci may be estimated 
unbiasedly, and so b.7 may be estimated. Alternative term-by-term rules 
have been proposed and studied by Kronmal and Tarter [ 11) and Tarter 
and Kronmal [ 191. While some of these rules perform well for certain den- 
sities, they can be inefficient and even inconsistent in other cases; see 
Diggle and Hall [7]. The problems arise because term-by-term smoothing 
policies depend on an infinite number of unknown smoothing parameters. 
There is insufficient information to estimate all these parameters accurately, 
and it is difficult to determine which parameters can be estimated well. This 
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obstacle may be avoided by using policies which are completely determined 
by only a finite number of parameters. 
There are many classes of finite-parameter smoothing policies. As a 
general rule, any class L@ of vectors b indexed by parameters 8 and having 
the properties 
B= sup lb,(CI)l < co, C lb,(O)l < co 
I.0 
for each 8, and for some 8,,, 
lim sup [b,(9) - 11 = 0 
e-eo I <iszm 
for each m, 
produces an L2-consistent estimator. (Proof. Assuming that var( Si) < Cn - ’ 
uniformly in i, which is typically the case, we have 
p,(b(O)) = f b;’ var(e,) + f (hi- 1)‘~: 
I=0 i=O 
GBCn-’ f lbJ+B* f cf+(supc;) 2 (bi-1)2. 
i= 1 i=m+l i=l 
Therefore consistency results if 8 + 8, as n + cc in such a manner that 
n- ’ C Ihi I + 0. The latter constraint does not depend on the unknown 
density.) 
Examples include the class $4$, of vectors (1, l,..., 1, 0, O,...); the class ~8~ 
of vectors b with bj = ( 1 + cid) -’ for c > 0 and d> 1; and the class L%?, of 
vectors b with bi = max( 1 - ci”, 0) for c > 0 and d> 0. The policies in go 
are traditional, having been considered, for example, by Cencov [6] and 
Schwartz [ 161 at the genesis of orthogonal series density estimation. The 
class g, was introduced by Wahba [23]. Finite combinations such as 
&Jo u gw u a’1 are also appropriate classes. 
To give the reader an idea of asymptotic properties of “optimal” policies, 
we note that for a trigonometric series estimator in the case where 
Ic, I - const. i-” as i + cc (K > $), the minimum of p,(b) over all b in either 
BO, Bw, or B, is approximately const. np ’ + C112K), for large n. In the case of 
BO, the minimum is achieved by a vector b containing roughly coast. 
n’i2K 1’s. for either Bw or %?, choice of d > K - 4 does not affect the order 
of magnitude of inf p,(b), and for any fixed d> K - +, the minimum of 
,u,,(b(c, d)) is achieved with c N const. npd12”. Note that 
c bj! var(f,) N const. n-’ x(1 + cid)-2 
- const. n ~ ‘c- IId 
s 3c (1 +yd)-*& 0 
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C (hi- 1 )‘cf + const. 1 (cP)‘( I + ci”) -“i Zx 
Wahba [23] motivated the class $#‘w by introducing a statistic which is 
almost unbiased for p,,(b) when b E Bw. We suggest instead the quantity 
i=o r=O,#k 
which is unbiased for p,,(b) -jf’ in the case of all policies b for which 
p,Jb) is well defined. Given a class LB of smoothing policies, the cross- 
validatory policy 6 is that vector which minimises J,,(b) over all b E B. This 
definition is suggested by an analogous argument in the case of kernel den- 
sity estimation [ 1, 2, 141, although it is quite different from the cross- 
validation approach discussed by Wahba [22,23]. 
Note that integrated square error is given by 
r,(b)Ej(f-A’- f (bj-c,)‘= i /I’+2 f bicit,+ jf2, 
I=0 I=0 I=0 
and so J,(b) may be viewed simply as an estimable version of Z,(b) - Jf2. 
The “classical” philosophy of cross-validation provides further 
motivation, as follows. Divide the n-sample XI,..., X, into two parts, of 
sizes n - 1 and I, with the l-sample containing just observation Xi. The 
“best” estimate based on the l-sample is the Dirac delta density 6!(x), 
which equals + co at X, and zero elsewhere. An estimate based on the 
(n - 1 )-sample is 
i=O k#J 
Cross-validation suggests using one of these estimates to validate the other. 
Since we are working with the L’ measure of loss, we might choose b to 
minimise 
n-‘j;l j {j;(xIb)-6j(x))2dx. 
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This is formally equivalent to minimising 
J,S(b)=n-’ i j&xlb)dx-2n-’ ‘$ $.(X,/b) 
J=i j= 1 
=J,,(b)+c2 f 6; n--’ f 4;(/yj)+(1-n-‘)-2~f 
i=O j= 1 
The difference J:(b) -J,(b) is negligibly small in comparison with 
l,,(b) +sS’, and the window 6’ which minimises J:(b) is asymptotically 
optimal in the same sense as 6. 
Asymptotic optimaiity here refers to performance as measured by 
integrated square error. The statement that 6 is “asymptotically optimal” 
means that 
in probability as n + co. 
The remainder of this paper is directed towards proving that the cross- 
validatory policy is asymptotically optimal. In the case of kernel density 
estimation, this proposition has been established by Hall [9, IO] and Stone 
[IS]. Our argument is inspired by that of Stone [ 17, 181. Since preparing 
the first version of this paper, our attention has been drawn to work of 
Burman [S] who has examined cross-validation in the present context. His 
results do not apply to general smoothing classes, although for the case of 
traditional smoothing they admit quite general orthogonal series. 
We have chosen to confine attention to cosine series estimators on (0,7c), 
and Hermite series estimators on (- a3, co). The former is a representative 
of the class of trigonometric series estimators, and other members of that 
class may be treated similarly. The Hermite series was chosen because it 
behaves in a manner qualitatively different from trigonometric series. For 
example, the estimator 
r=l 
has variance of order rn’/‘/n in the Hermite case, compared with mjn in the 
case of trigonometric or Legendre series. As we shall show, this difference 
does not affect asymptotic optimality of the cross-vahdatory policy. Note, 
however, that in many practical cases Hermite series estimators are 
markedly inferior to trigonometric series estimators. See in particular the 
contributions of Pointer and Askey to the discussion of Good and Gaskins 
PI. 
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Our theorems and proofs will be given for the univariate case. However, 
there is no difficulty extending them to the multivariate case, where the 
orthonormal basis is the product of univariate bases. 
Our thesis is that least-squares cross-validation performs well for many 
classes of smoothing policies. General theorems will be stated in Section 2. 
Their application to two specific cases will be described in Section 3. Other 
policy types may be handled similarly. All proofs will be deferred until Sec- 
tion 4. A sequel to this paper will show that certain shrinkage-based 
estimators are optimal in a minimax sense. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We shall work with the cosine series, 
do(x) z 71-“* and 4itx) = (2/n)p ‘i2cos ix for i> 1: 
orthonormal on B = (0, n); and the Hermite series, 
fji(X)f (7P i! 2’)-“*H,(x) e-+, i> 0, 
orthonormal on $! 3 ( - co, co). Let g denote the class of all policies 
b = (h,, 6, ,...) which we are considering. We suppose that 
B, =sup sup Jbi( <co. 
be2 O<i<r 
(2.1) 
The size of policy b is defined by 
,s lbil in cosine case 
o,(b) = 
f (i+ 1))“’ jbil in Hermitecase. 
i=O 
It is usual to have a,(b) 2 1; consider, for example, the case where &I is 
the class go of all vectors (1, l,..., 1, 0, 0 ,... ). To avoid cumbersome 
pathologies we shall work with a(b)rmaxfc,(b), 1 }. 
We shall ask that there exist B, > 0 such that 
o(b)< B, f  (it 1))“bf 
i=O 
(2.2) 
for each b E $8. Here a = 0 in the cosine case and a = 4 in the Hermite case. 
The reverse inequality is immediate from (2.1). 
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It is not necessary for us to explicitly consider the behaviour of bias, 
provided we make the assumption that for constants c0 > 0 and 0 < E < 1, 
inf E(Z,)>c,nP’+” 
bed 
(2.3) 
for all sufficiently large n (all n 3 no, say). This condition is really the com- 
plement of assumptions usually made during nonparametric density 
estimation, which ask that the density have at least a certain degree of 
smoothness. For many classes !?4 of smoothing policies, condition (2.3) may 
be interpreted as requiring that f not be excessively smooth. Condition 
(2.3) is satisfied when ?J = B. and the Fourier coefficients ci satisfy 
fcil -const. i-’ as i + co, for some OL > 1; it is also satisfied for many other 
configurations of the coefficients. 
Our main result in this section describes the distance between J, and 
,?(I,,), and between Z, and ,!?(I,). Let 
/3(b) s f. (1 - b;)‘cf = j (f- Ef)2. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), and a,(b)< co fur ail bEi.@?. 
Suppose f is bounded, and in the Hermite case that all moments of X, are 
finite. Then for any integer t 2 1 there exists C, > 0, depending only on t, 
B,, B,, co, andf, such that 
E 
CL 
J,,+jf2+2n-‘(n-l)P1(n+l) i (T(X,)-En~j)~-E(Z~)]IE(1,))2’ 
.j= I 
<C,o-Inl+E--Ef (2.4) 
and 
E[{Z,-E(Z,)}/E(Z,)]*‘~C,a~‘n’+“-”’ (2.5) 
for all bES3 andnan,. 
3. SPECIFIC SMOOTHING POLICIES 
Note that the variance component of PJb) is of order n-lo(b). This 
property serves as a guide to practical selection of b. In particular, a 
sequence of policies b= b(n) such that n-‘o(b) diverges, would be 
inappropriate ! 
(a) Traditional smoothing. Let B = go be the class of all policies 
b, = (1, l,..., LO, 0 ,... ), where there are precisely m + 1 l’s (m 3 0). The con- 
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ditions on g!, including (2.2), are trivially satisfied, and a(b,) = m in the 
cosine case, mli2 < a(b,) < 3m’12 in the Hermite case. It is immediate from 
(2.5) that for any 6 > 0 and y > 0, 
and so 
sup t lZ,(b,) - Mr,)ll~L,(b,)f --r 0 
O<m<n, 
(3.1) 
almost surely. It follows in identical fashion from (2.4) that 
f’+2n?(n-1).-+I+ 1) i {f(x,)-E’(X,)} 
j= I 
almost surely. Result (3.2) straightaway gives 
almost surely, where 6 minimises .Z,(b,) over 1 <m < n;‘. Then it follows 
directly from (3.1) that 
LAY inf Z,(b,) + 1 
0 < m < n; 
(3.4) 
almost surely. 
For all practical purposes, results (3.3) and (3.4) (valid for all y > 0) are 
sufficient to ensure asymptotic optimality of the cross-validatory policy 6. 
After all, p(b,) diverges if m increases faster than n. Nevertheless, a purist 
might wish to take the infimum over all m, 0 <m < co. This is easily 
accomplished using differenced smoothing policies. Note that if r 3 S, 
{Zn(b,) - L(b,)) - Mb,) - db,)) = Zn(b, - bs) - db, - bs). 
Let m’ be the largest m, d m, and use the property just mentioned to obtain 
n,f, P{ IZ,(b,) -p,&,)l > 26p,db,,), some m k n’} < ~0. 
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Therefore 
almost surely. 
(b) Wahba smoothing. Define B = Bw to be the class of all policies 
b = (b,, b, ,... ), where b, = (1 + ciJ)- ’ for i > 0 and c, d within the ranges 
0 < c < c0 < co, 1 < d, d d < co. The conditions imposed on g in Section 2 
are satisfied. Let B(n) be any subset of Bw containing O(nY) policies, for 
some y > 0, and let 6 be the value of b E B(n) which minimises J,,(b). The 
simple argument early in (a) above gives us analogues of (3.3) and (3.4) 
almost surely. Using the continuity of b(c, d) in c and d, we see that (3.5) 
may be sharpened by replacing g’(n) by 
A?(n, y) = (b(c, d): n P76cdc, and d,dddn’), 
for any y > 0. (Of course in this case, 6 is taken to be that value of b which 
minimises J,(b) over all b E B(n, y).) For all practical purposes, this version 
of (3.5) is sufficient to ensure asymptotic optimality of cross-validation. 
However, a slightly longer argument permits .G?(n, y) to be replaced by the 
entire class &?w of Wahba smoothing policies. 
4. PROOFS 
Throughout, the symbols C, C,, C, ,..., denote positive generic constants. 
We prove (2.4) in some detail, but only sketch a proof of (2.5). As a 
prelude to the proof of (2.4), we establish 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that .% satisfies (2.1), a,(b) < c/3 for all b E ~8, f is 
bounded, and in the Hermite case that all moments of X, are finite. Then for 
any integer t 3 1 there exists C, > 0 depending only on t, B, and f, such that 
1 1 
f2+2np’(n- I)-‘(n+ 1) f 
21 
E J,,+ (f(X,)-Ef(X,)}-E(Z,,) 
.j= I 1 
d C, ,% n’-4r+1cT(b)2r--N2 + n-‘/3(b)‘) 
for all b E .@ and n > 2. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.1. We decompose the integrand as 
J,,+If2+2n-‘(n-l)~l(n+l) i (f(xj)-Ef(X,)}-E(z,) 
/=I 
=d,,+2(i-n~‘)~‘d,,+d,,(b~,b:,...)-2(1-n~’)~’d,,(b), (4.1) 
F is the distribution function corresponding to densityf, 
r,(X)= f bT$hf(X), <2(X)- f (bj- l){(l -nn’)(bi+ I)-2) Ci4j(x), 
,=a i=O 
(i) Bound for E(d,$). In the cosine case, 5,(X,)--E<,(Xj) = 
q(X,) - Eq(X,), where r](x) = z-‘C hf cos(2ix). Thus, 
EfS,(X,)-Er,(X*))2’~C1 ‘f bf cos(2ix))” dx 
i= I 
<C2c* f ... f hf;..bf,,s(i,+ ... f i2,) , 
I, = I i*, = I 
where C* denotes summation over all 2”-’ permutations of the + signs, 
and s(i) = 1 if i = 0,O otherwise. The right-hand side is dominated by 
and so E{<1(X1)2’} < CO~‘~‘. A square-function inequality for sums of 
independent random variables [S, p. 401 now gives 
E(A$)GClnp4’C{n var 5,(x,)}‘+nE(r,(X,)-E5,(X,))2’1 
<C2(np3’a’+n-4’+‘a2rp’). (4.2) 
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In the Hermite case we employ the asymptotic approximations 
dzi(x) = (- 1)‘~~“*(i+ 1)-1’4[cos{v(2i) x} + (x3/6)(i+ 1)-l’* 
x sin(v(2i) x}] + p?;(x) (4.3) 
and 
&+ ,(x) = (- l)i+ ‘71 -“*(i+ 1))“4[sin(v(2i+ 1)x) 
+(x3/6)(i+ 1)p1’2cos{v(2i+ l)x}]+~~~+~(x), (4.4) 
where v(i) = (2i + 1 )‘I2 and 
lpi(x)/ <C(i+ 1))5’4(1 +x1’) (4.5) 
uniformly in i > 0 and - cc < x < cc [ 15, p. 324 ff]. For simplicity, we shall 
prove only that with 
to(x)= c b:&(x) 
even i 
we have 
E(d$,)< C(n-3’cJ’+n-4’+‘fT2’-‘). (4.6) 
The case where to is defined by adding over odd i may be treated similarly. 
Notice that by (4.3) and (4.5), 
to(x)= (27c-’ f bf(i+ 1))“*[cos{2(4i+ 1)“‘~) 
i=o 
+ (x3/3)(i+ 1))1’2 sin{2(4i+ l)“*x}] 
+ 4) + P(X I bh 
where c(b) does not depend on x and Ip(xl b)l < C( 1 + x2’), the constant C 
depending only on B, . Therefore 
-wov-l)-~~ow)2’ 
m m 
6C 
j [ 
loo iF, b?(i+ 1)-“2cos(2(4i+ l)‘/*x} “f(x) dx 1 
+C j”, 
L 
f b:(i+ 1))‘sin{2(4i+ l)1~2x}]21.rLif(~)dX 
i= I 
+ c (4.7) 
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where C depends only on t, B,, and f: Now, 
K- x 
J 1 f bf(i+ 1))11’ cos{2(4i+ l)‘j2 X} *‘f(x) dx %, i=l 1 
6 c, f hf(i+ 1)~-“2cos{2(4i+ l)‘/‘x] 2’(1 +x2) -’ dsX 
i= I 1 
% 
<CJ* C ... f hf;..bfi,(i,+l)~““...(iz,+l)~” 
I, = I 12, = I 
X 
s 
x cos[2( (4i, + 1 )I” f ... +(4i?,+ l)‘j2} x](l +x2)-‘dx 
35 
< C, C* f . . f bf, . . . hf,,(j, + 1 ) ~ ‘I2 . . . (j,, + 1 ) ‘I2 
I, = I 12, = I 
xmin{](4,,+ l)‘j2* ... f(4,+ l)‘/‘/ -‘, l}, 
the last line following on integrating twice by parts. (Again, C* denotes 
addition over all combinations of -&signs.) Since 
then 
ti<c4 f “’ f hf;.~hf*,~,(i,+1)-“*~~~(iz,~,+l)~”2~C5~~’-’. 
i, = I i2, I 
This takes care of the cosine series on the right-hand side of (4.7), and the 
sine series may be handled similarly. Therefore the left-hand side of (4.7) is 
dominated by CO~‘~ ‘. This estimate, together with the square-function 
inequality at (4.2), gives (4.6). We conclude that (4.2) holds in both the 
cosine and Hermite cases. 
(ii) Boundfor E(d$). Observe that 
‘X, 
var{42(Xl)}~E{r2(X,)2}~(supf) C (bj-1)*{(1--n~‘)(b,+l)-2}*cf, 
i=O 
and so var{t,(X,)} QCB. Since Idi( < 1 in the cosine case and 
Iqhi(x)l <C(i+ 1))“4(1 +x1’) in the Hermite case, then by 
Cauchy-Schwarz, 
l52(x)l Q c, / f cj)i(x)i + c, f Ib,Cibi(X)l d C2O”‘( l + x’o), 
,=O ,=O 
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The square-function inequality described by (4.2) now gives 
E(A~;)6C(n-‘/Y+n-2’+‘o’). (4.8) 
(iii) Boundfor E(dz;). Write A,, = nP2 Cc,,, U(X,, X,), where 
ux,> Xk) = #Wjt Jfk) - -qw& X,)1 ‘q) 
-E{~(Xj,Xk)IXk}+EC~(Xj,Xk)}. 
(We have suppressed the dependence of 4 on b.) Then 
E(Aii) = ne4’ 
Group the terms in the multiple series according to the number, 1, of dis- 
tinct indices appearing among j,, k , ,..., j2(, k,,. Using a conditioning 
argument, each contribution to the case I > 2t may be shown to vanish. For 
each I, the number of terms with exactly I distinct indices is <Cn’. 
Repeated use of the bound in Lemma 4.2 gives us 
and so 
2r 
E(Azj) 6 C 1 nm4’+’ o”-“~. 
/=2 
Lemma 4.1 follows from (4.1) (4.2) (4.8) and (4.9). 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume 2 6 16 2t, 1 <jr< k,< 1, Cv,=2t, and each 
jc { l,..., I} appear at least once in the sequence j,, k, ,..., j2,, k,,. For a 
constant C depending only on t, B, andf, 
lj.. . . j- {n 4+(x,,, +)> F(dx,) . . . F(dx,)l < CG’~-“~. (4.10) 
ProoJ In the cosine case the product in the integrand of the integral at 
(4.10) may be expanded as a 2t-ple series of products of cosine functions. If 
the integer HIS {l,..., I) appears nj times amongst jr, k,, j2, k, ,..., then 
functions like cos(ixj) for various values of i appear nj times in the 
products. Now, cos( i, x,) cos(i,x,) . . . cos( in,xj) may be expressed as a linear 
combination of functions like cos{ (ir f i, +_ . . . + in,) x, }, and this term 
when multiplied by f(x,) and integrated over xi produces a constant mul- 
tiple of the Fourier coefficient ci, + i2f + ‘“,. (We define ci = cPi if i < 0.) 
Arguing in this way, we see that the integrals with respect to 
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F(dx,)... F(dx,) of the terms obtained by expanding the product in (4.9 
may be expressed as linear combinations of quantities like 
Te fi {bf:,f,)...b’l? c. 
r(.r,n,) l(/. l)i “’ +ic,i.n,1 1. 
./= 1 
(4.11 
The coefficients of the terms t in the linear combination are uniformly 
bounded, as is the total number of terms. 
The terms r still have to be added over the 2t subscripts which arise from 
expanding the integral of the product in (4.10). Each subscript appearing in 
r appears exactly twice, which among other things means that even if 
bicj k) < 0 the quantity b?‘? ,(, kI does not make an over-all complex con- 
tribution’to r. Since j, < k, in (4.10) then no subscript i(j, k) appears more 
than once in any one of the 1 factors comprising r. These observations, and 
the fact that for fixed j, ,..., j,, 
lead us to conclude that the integral at (4.10) is dominated by 
(4.12) 
In the Hermite case we employ the asymptotic approximations 
(4.3)-(4.5). Set tii(x) = 4;(x) --p,(x) and $(x, y) = C b,$;(x) tii(y). Then 
and so the quantity at (4.10) is dominated by 
(4.13) 
We expand the integral here much as we did the one at (4.10). Our 
argument treats only the terms in (i + 1) - ‘I4 for $i. The terms in 
(i+ 1)-3’4, on their own or multiplied by (i + 1) - ‘/4 terms, may be handled 
similarly. Letting es(x) stand for either cosx or sin x, we obtain instead of 
(4.11) the term 
+, ({i(j, 1)+ 1}~-1’4b;/;,J- ji(j,nJ+ 1}-“4b;/“iiTn,, 
X 
I 
O” cs[(v(i(j, l))& ... *v(i(j,nj))}x]f(x)dx . 
-cc > 
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Summing 7 over 2t subscripts, noting that each subscript appears exactly 
twice among indices in T and that no subscript appears more than once in 
any one of the factors comprising r, and using Lemma 4.3, we finally 
deduce that the term at (4.13) is dominated by 
ii 
2r-l 
I ii J 
II2 
c, 1 (i+ 1))“2 Jb,( 1 (i+ 1)-l/2 b: + CQ C2a2’-‘12. 
This is the same as the bound obtained at (4.12). 
LEMMA 4.3. i’ff is square-integrable on (- co, 03) and the corresponding 
distribution has sufficiently many finite moments, then 
.-,::<, f j-l12 ([i” 1 
2 
cos{((2i+ l)“‘+y)x}f(x)dx 
r=l - cc 
+ nc sin{((2i+1)‘/2+z)x}f(x)dx 2 <CO. 
-cc I) 
Proof. We treat only the sum of squares of cosine integrals, which is 
dominated by 
2 ~ 
IzI 2 
j- ll2 cos{(2i+ 1)“2x} cos(xy)f(x)dx 
i= I -cc 1 1 2 
sin((2i+ l)“‘x} sin(xy)f(x) dx . (4.14) 
It follows from (4.3), (4.5), and Parseval’s inequality that the sum over euen 
i of the cosine term in (4.14) is bounded uniformly in -co <y < co. To 
extend this result to the sum over odd i, note that 
Icos((4i+3)“‘x) -cos((4i+ l)“*x)J 6 C(i+ 1))“’ 1x1 
uniformly in i >, 1 and - cc -C x < co. This proves that the cosine series in 
(4.13) converges uniformly in y. Uniform convergence of the sine series 
follows similarly. 
Proof of (2.4). We begin by establishing a lower bound to E(Z,). Now, 
WJ 2j m-f= n-’ 2 bf var{bi(X,)} 
i=O 
an-’ [ f bfE{d?(X,)} - B: f cf]. 
i=O i=O 
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In the cosine case, E{&(X’)} = 1 + E{cos(2iX,)} for i> 1. Furthermore, 
Sup ~E(cos(2iX’))~ < 1. 
i2 I 
Thus, there exists C, > 0, depending only on S, such that 
% 
C, c bf-Bf f’ c; C,B,‘a-B; 
i=o i=O 
Therefore if 0 > 2B: B, C’; ’ jf’, 
E(Z,) > c, n - ‘0, (4.15) 
where C2 = C,/2Bz. In the Hermite case, the same inequality for sufficiently 
large policies may be derived via (4.3)(4.5), using a longer argument. We 
may now assume that (4.15) holds whenever G 3 rro, where u0 depends only 
on B,, B,, andf: 
We shall prove (2.5) in two parts: 
EnI E 
( 
,g2 &41+ ‘02fq(El.,)“b co-in’+“-“‘, (4.16) 
e,,2 G n -‘/?‘/(1!?1,)~’ < Cap ‘n’ +’ “‘. (4.17) 
(i) Proof of(4.16). Let C, be as at (4.15). For any nan,, it follows 
from (2.3) that s,,,<C’, Cf;, &2’--2E’+‘~2’Pli2. If C2n-‘o<conp’+‘: 
then the right-hand side here does not exceed 
C12, ? n 
/ 21 &l/2 + I 
< C,,,K tr+l~~~4,a~Inl+c--E~~ 
/=I 
If czn+a>conP’+” and 0 B 0” then by (2.3) and (4.15), 
<cc,,a-l f nl--2’+l(n”)‘-~“2 
/=2 
<c,,)g-‘,‘+~--B’. 
Therefore (4.16) holds whenever u 2 oo. The case g < go is easy. 
(ii) Proof of (4.17). Since E(Z,,)>P then we need only prove that 
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n-‘/(EZ,)‘< Cclns-&‘. By (2.3), this is certainly true for u < (TV. If G > o,, 
then by (2.3) and (4.15), 
n-‘/(Ez,y< cn-‘/{(n-‘+y(n-GJ)} = Cu-l,e-Ef. 
Proof of (2.5). Observe that 
1, - aI,,) = A,, + Mb;, q,...) + 24.4, 
where A,, and A,, are as defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
&$(x) = f (b;- 1) h,c,#;(x). 
i=O 
Bounds for E(d$) and E(dafi) have already been obtained, and bounds for 
E(d$) may be derived by arguing as for E(d f;) and E(di: ), respectively. 
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